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The Apprentice UK (BBC), "Series 1, Episode 6" 

Introduction (00:00 - 01:18) 

How many contestants were there at the start of the process? 

What will the winner of the process receive? 

How long is the process? 

How much is Sir Alan Sugar's "global empire" worth? 

What do the contestants have to do during the process? 

 

Introducing the task (04:40 - 06:09) 

What do the contestants have to do this week? 

Why are the contestants on a London bus? 

What does the word "daunting" mean? 

 

The teams enter "The World of Advertising" (06:51 - 10:48) 

What are the credentials of Publicis? 

What is the product that the teams have to advertise? 

What is the market for the product? 

Does Alan Sugar like "arty-farty"-type television ads? 

Does Keith Courtney, the advertising expert, think the product is easy to advertise? 

 

The teams talk about their strategies (10:48 - 13:17) 

What is the strap-line that Miriam's team chooses? 

Are Saira and Paul getting on? 

 

Creating the ad (13:17 - 21:14) 

What do Saira and Raj mean when the say that Paul is "all over the place"? 

What's the problem with Miriam's location? 
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Why was Saira sent away from the shoot? 

What is the reaction to Paul's joke, "An aardvark walks into a pub and a man says why the long 

face?" 

 

The final day (21:15 - 29:48) 

What does Miriam want to happen every time the word "jukebox" is used? 

While Paul is "in the director's chair", what are Saira and Rachael doing? 

What is Rachael's presentation idea? 

Why does Saira decide to leave the "Mac man" to complete the press ad without her supervision? 

Is Paul's team happy with their press ad? 

Why is Paul upset about his team's "glum faces"? 

 

The pitches (29:48 - 34:52) 

What does the cliché "If you throw a person three balls they are likely to drop them all, if you throw 

a person one they might catch it" mean and how does it relate to the team's campaign? 

What points did James want to express in his pitch? 

 

Tricky Vocabulary  

daunting mass-market appeal "on location" 

advertising executives strap-line slogan 

project manager to flog rehearsal 

strategy manager commercial director a pep-talk 

shots storyline press campaign 

agency a pitch "roll VT" 

deadline a branded logo graphics designer 

a voice-over finishing touches rationale 

 


